
STOCK# LENGTH PCS/BOX
9270  10'  20

Trim-Tex® FIRE GASKET 1 is a fire rated composite vinyl 
intumescent accessory that provides fire ratings for both 
dynamic and static joints with both concrete and fluted  
deck assemblies according to UL-2079 5th edition.  
An L-rating of less than 1 CFM, it installs in 1- or 2-hour 
fire rated assemblies, provides up to 1" of unencumbered 
movement, and is sound tested according to ASTM E90.  
FIRE GASKET 1 is fastened using the factory applied 
adhesive foam tape. It features a 3/8" hollow bubble gasket 
on the upper corner that is easily compressed to seal 
against uneven concrete or fluted decks. Once properly 
installed, FIRE GASKET 1 provides an unbreakable seal  
to provide long term fire, smoke and sound protection.  
FIRE GASKET 1 is very durable and is not easily damaged; 
once installed it will not delaminate, it will not take in water, 
and it will not shrink or harden over time.

FIRE GASKET 1

Step 1. Remove the backing paper on the adhesive foam tape. 

Step 2. Compress Fire Gasket’s bubble gasket firmly against 
the concrete or fluted deck. 

Step 3. Press the adhesive foam strip firmly into the framing 
member. Optional: mechanically fasten Fire Gasket through its 
lower leg with ½" framing screws.

Step 4. Install drywall over Fire Gasket per the deflection  
requirement allowed by the UL joint system reports listed in Step 5.

Step 5. Follow all other wall assembly requirements outlined in the 
UL joint system reports: HW-D-0515; HW-D-0514; HW-D-0524; 
HW-D-0551; HW-D-0550; HW-D-0554; HW-D-0600; HW-D-0620; 
HW-D-0652; HW-D-0518; HW-D-0553; HW-D-0573.

Installation Instructions

Compressible Gasket

Intumescent Tape

Attached to track 
with factory applied 
adhesive foam tape.
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